The ECS Family & Friends

LEVEL 3a — suggested for grades 6+

Fall Scavenger Hunt
Name two creeks you What words are found How many bridges are
pass on your route. on the gate at the end between the .2 and .6
of the parking lot?
mileposts of the Falls
Ravine Trail?

What kind of animal
lives in the black box
on a pole near the
Rock formations along
Ecostewards site?
the Falls Ravine Trail

At what time of the
day does the gate to
Frick Park close in the
winter?

An animal track.
Who made it?

Something soft

What program (listed What invasive plant
on a plaque on the did YOU remove at the
Falls Ravine Trail)
ECS Ecostewards site?
provides funding to
Frick Park?

How many levels are How many steps are in
there on the bleachers the staircase between
in the soccer field? the Braddock Trail and
the Falls Ravine Trail .1
milepost?

What’s the slogan (in
quotes) on the ARAD
sign?

What’s the fine for not
cleaning up after your
pet?
A leaf bigger than
your hand

What road do you
What bright color is
walk under when you painted on the picnic
pass under the big
table on the Falls
bridge?
Ravine Trail?

Something that
makes a noise

Is there water in the
Falls Ravine Creek
today?

What does the stone
bridge along the
Tranquil Trail (between
the Biddle Trail and
the Homewood Trail)
lead to?
When was Frick Park
opened to the public?

What pictures are on When was Courtney E.
the Hot Dog Dam
Loughney born?
sign?
The most beautiful
thing you see

A human-made
animal house

When you see this symbol, take a picture with your camera or draw a picture of this item.

KEEP IN MIND:
1. Stay on Frick Park trails. The clues
will only be within the boundaries
indicated on the map.
2. Take only pictures, leave only
footprints.
Have fun!

